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Recap last lecture

g Introduction course structure and general topics

g Introduction research UU in Music Information Retrieval

g Domain knowledge: What are musical features?

g Start on music and games: What is the role of sound and 
music in games?
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Today

g Overview: Student presentations and projects

g Introduction of recourses in Music Information Retrieval

g Intro music, sound and games
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Literature study and student presentations

g student presentation in the second half of (nearly) every
lecture

g usually, 1 paper will be presented per session by a group of 
two students

g papers are mandatory reading for everyone

g register for paper via Google drive: document “Schedule for
student presentations”
g In groups of two students per paper

g Choose paper no later than Monday 20 Nov
g Otherwise I’ll assign paper(s) to you
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What I expect presenters to do

g 15 minute presentation followed by 5 minutes of 
discussion
g your responsibility to keep discussion going

g in your presentation
g summarize paper; discuss main contribution(s)
g put in context of other research (before and after)
g what domain knowledge is needed to understand the paper 

and how to acquire it
g critical evaluation
g what research questions / opportunities follow from it?

g Load your slides into Google drive folder under folder 
“Slides student presentations”
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Exam

g date: 01 Feb
g 35% of final grade
g about

g lectures
g literature discussed in lectures
g literature presented by students
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Projects

g 35% of grade is for a small project

g in pairs

g 3 options
g Module A - Game and music: implement music for Pacman 

that is interacting with the game play, evaluate effectivity with
a user study

g Module B – Music processing, segmentation
g Module C- Automatic composition: Counterpoint

g Or something else of your choice
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Project option 1

g Music creation for Pacman

g SMT course: different functions of sound and music for 
games; specifically, different challenges for sound and 
music creation in the context of interactivity. 

g Task: implement music for Pacman, and by doing so 
reason about what aspect of interactivity you want to 
tackle, how you are going to address it, and carry out a 
listener study 

g One option to do this is the game maker studio: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GameMaker:_Studio
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Project option 2

g Segmentation of large audio files for Concertzender

g “real-world” challenge
g for enabling quick and easy access to single musical pieces 

within large audio files, the large audio files need to be 
segmented 

g Task: develop segmentation methods
g Distinguish speech vs. music
g Discover silence btw tracks …
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Project option 2

g Segmentation of large audio files for Concertzender

g Concertzender provides 
g number of audio files
g metadata

g Bonus for students 
g Visit with us the Concertzender in Utrecht!
g Lots of follow-up options! 
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Project option 2

g Segmentation of large audio files for Concertzender

g Tagging prefabs: being able to tag a file with start-of-track markers is a 
first step towards showing accurate track titles in real-time for on-
demand playback, and allowing our listeners to have more granular 
playlists.

g Trimming logs: the recording software and timers we use are not very 
accurate, so we work around that by recording a minute or two before and 
after, and trimming the files afterwards. Being able to trim them 
automatically by spotting tunes, would save us a lot of time and also 
allow us to split up files and reuse them instantly. No more waiting or 
planning for next week, until someone can do this manually. On the fly we 
can also normalize filenames automatically, which will get us a step closer 
to automatic playlist staging (getting the files into the playlists). Staging is 
done manually now - 168 hours of broadcasting each week.
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Project option 3

g Automatic music generation: Counterpoint
g Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (16th century)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wZud4MT3uw
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Project option 3

g Automatic music generation: Counterpoint
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Project option 3

g Automatic music generation: Counterpoint
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Project option 3

g Automatic music generation: Counterpoint

g FOOX: is a python implementation of counterpoint, which 
uses genetic algorithms to create species counterpoint 
1,2,3 and 4 for a given melody, but lacks the fifth species. 

g You will create the fifth species, and properly evaluate the 
result through a listening test. 
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Project options

g Concise description of these projects on Google drive, 
folder “Project options”
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Write short research proposal

1. topic and motivation
2. research problem
3. method
4. expected results
5. planning
6. relevant literature

g length: 2-3 pages

Project 1: 
Rather more flexible in finding 
the research question

Projects 2, 3: 
More constrained, but you can 
find modifications

or: find another topic of your 
choice
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1. topic and motivation

g what is the research about
g context: state of the art, related work
g 2-4 paragraphs

Important: use the project as a chance to dive into details! 
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2. research problem

g the concrete research question you want to answer
g inportant requirements

g must deliver scientific knowledge
g must be answerable using an appropriate scientific method
g practically feasible (limited size)
g if your aim is to create a novel application or service, make 

sure it is rigorously evaluated

g feasibility: in the context of this course it is more 
important to design research well than to perform it 
exhaustively. The research results may have an 
exploratory or preliminary nature
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3. method

g how are you going to solve the question?
g depends on type of problem 
g valid method for solving the question
g e.g. empirical approach, modelling, implementing/testing… 

g what do you need to do so?
g examples: data, software, test subjects…

g how will you show the validity of your solution?
g examples: retrieval evaluation measures, statistics…
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4. expected results 

g what conclusions do you expect to draw?
g what products will the project deliver?

g e.g. data, software, methods…
g presentation(s), report(s)
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Project planning

g what activities are needed?
g when do you plan to do so?

g week-by-week is OK
g deadlines for deliverable(s): distribute these more or less 

evenly over time
g contingency plan(s)

g what to do if an essential step fails?
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Relevant literature

g list of scientific publications you used to prepare the 
proposal (project proposals give starting point)

g represent the state of the art, mention main competitors
g not yet full bibliography
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Avoid typical pitfalls in research proposal

g Do not rely only on the suggested literature only!
g Go and find more, which is relevant to your specific topic
g Consult also Literature-site of the course

g Be as specific as possible as to what you want to achieve
g Not: “We want to increase immersion in the game”. Instead: 

How do you achieve immersion in the game?
g Not:”We perform listening test”. Instead: In the listening

tests, we will ask the participants the following questions.
g Give arguments why your chosen methodology answers

your research question!
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Project fact sheet

g teams of 2 students

g submit short project description (2-3 pages)
g Tue 5 Dec 2017, midnight
g use ISMI-style template from https://ismir2017.smcnus.org/submission/
g upload to Google Drive in folder “Project proposal”
g Find example proposal in folder “Project options”
g Find example final project in folder “Project options”

g Individual discussion: 12-12-2007

g final presentation on 30 January
g report: ISMIR-style conference paper, 6 pages
g submit, with code and data, on 02 February
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Project

g Your chance to dive deeper into one topic
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Today

g Overview: Student presentations and projects

g Introduction of recourses in Music Information Retrieval

g Intro music, sound and games
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What is Music Information Retrieval?

g Downie 2004:
g a multidisciplinary research endeavor that strives to develop 

innovative content-based searching schemes, novel interfaces, 
and evolving networked delivery mechanisms in an effort to 
make the world’s vast store of music accessible to all

g Emerged in 1960s, maturing since late 1990s
g Research communities (Futrelle and Downie 2002)

g computer science, information retrieval
g audio engineering, digital sound processing
g musicology, music theory
g library science
g cognitive science, psychology, philosophy
g law
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Motivation for MIR research

g Music is meaningful to people
g movement, ritual, emotion, social identity etc.
g what it means is a hard problem
g how to find suitable music?

g Incredible amount of music exists
g 10s of millions of pieces
g iTune store: over 5.000.000 items
g people often have large music collections
g how to retrieve partly-remembered items?

g Big industry
g European digital music sector: 750 million € 
g recommendation, managing rights, tracing plagiarism?

g Many music professionals
g performers, musicologists
g find music they need for work

g For computer scientists: interesting, complex data
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State of the Art (2008)

g Casey et al. 2008. Content-Based Music 
Information Retrieval: Current Directions
and Future Challenges. 
http://slaney.org/malcolm/yahoo/Casey200
8-ContentBasedMIR-IEEEProc.pdf
g retrieval oriented paradigm
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Challenges and future directions

2008 (Casey et al.)
g scaling content-based 

search to millions of 
tracks

g integration of tools and 
MIR frameworks

g content description of 
polyphonic music

g addressing the semantic 
gap
g perceptive/cognitive 

approach
g emotional/affective 

approach
g user preference modeling
g user focus

2017
g linked open data

g integration of audio and
symbolic approaches

g complete MIR systems

g interest in non-
mainstream music

g applying MIR technologies 
outside retrieval paradigm
g games
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Practical matters

g International Society for Music Information Retrieval 
(ISMIR)
g yearly conference since 2000; ISMIR 2017 in Suzhou, China
g http://ismir.net/ for previous conferences

g all papers online at http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/ismir/index.html

g ISMIR-community mailing list at 
https://groups.google.com/a/ismir.net/forum/#!forum/community
g strongly recommended to join this list
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MIREX

g Evaluation of MIR methods at ISMIR Conferences comprising e.g.
g Audio Classification (Train/Test) Tasks (4 different tasks)
g Audio Cover Song Identification 
g Audio Tag Classification 
g Audio Music Similarity and Retrieval 
g Symbolic Melodic Similarity 
g Audio Onset Detection 
g Audio Key Detection 
g Real-time Audio to Score Alignment (a.k.a Score Following) 
g Query by Singing/Humming 
g Audio Melody Extraction 
g Multiple Fundamental Frequency Estimation & Tracking 
g Audio Chord Estimation 
g Query by Tapping 
g Audio Beat Tracking 
g Structural Segmentation
g Audio Tempo Estimation 
g Discovery of Repeated Themes & Sections 

g http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME
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Resources

g generally, widely distributed
g no single entry point

g keep looking / asking around
g report interesting findings (or collect them on the Google 

Drive)

g many important resources mentioned in MIREX 
documentation

g http://ismir.net/resources.html
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Some audio data sets

g Audio data are highly problematic because of Intellectual
Property issues

g Million Song Dataset (MSD)
g http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/
g no audio; tracks known
g features extracted by http://the.echonest.com/

g Magnatune, http://magnatune.com/
g music under Creative Commons license

g production music
g http://allmusic.nl/ (c. 300k tracks), access for research negotiable

g musical heritage
g folksongs, e.g. Nederlandse Liederenbank, 

http://www.liederenbank.nl/
g complete corpus of recordings + annotations (7000 items)
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Some symbolic data sets

g MIDI collections
g lots of them, but generally lo- to mid-fi
g http://www.classicalarchives.com/

g Essen folksong corpus (ESAC) http://esac-data.org/
g over 20k songs from different countries

g MuseData corpus
g c. 2000 classical compositions in high-quality encodings

g KERN scores, http://kern.ccarh.org/
g classical works, ‘7,866,496 notes in 108,703 files’ 
g ready for use with Humdrum toolkit

g J.S. Bach Chorales http://www.jsbchorales.net/
g c. 450 works, widely used 
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Sample software

g Symbolic data
g Humdrum toolkit, http://www.musiccog.ohio-state.edu/Humdrum/
g Music21, http://web.mit.edu/music21/ (Python) 
g MIDI toolbox (Matlab), 

https://www.jyu.fi/hum/laitokset/musiikki/en/research/coe/materi
als/miditoolbox/

g Audio
g Marsyas, http://marsyas.info/
g MIRtoolbox (Matlab), 

https://www.jyu.fi/hum/laitokset/musiikki/en/research/coe/materi
als/mirtoolbox

g Sonic Visualiser, http://www.sonicvisualiser.org/
g Both

g JMIR (Java), http://jmir.sourceforge.net/index_ACE.html
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Sample annotations

g Beatles chord transcriptions, 
http://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/c4dm-chord-
transcriptions
g important, but over-used

g Billboard data set, http://ddmal.music.mcgill.ca/billboard
g musicological analyses of a carefully-prepared sample of songs 

from the Billboard charts from 1958-1991
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Summary

g If you want to carry out a different project than the 3 
options, there are several resources, but please plan early!
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Introduction: Music, sound and games

g Introduction of module A
g Introduction today’s lecture
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Introduction: Music, sound and games

g Introduction of module A
g Introduction today’s lecture
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Course structure

g Main modules
A. Sound and music for games 
B. Analysis, classification, and retrieval of sound and music for 

media 
C. Generation and manipulation of sound and music for games 

and media 
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Today

g Main modules
A. Sound and music for games 
B. Analysis, classification, and retrieval of sound and music for 

media 
C. Generation and manipulation of sound and music for games 

and media 
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Today

g Main modules
A. Sound and music for games 

• Different functions of sound and music within games
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Do you remember the first video game you were really into? I mean really
into. You couldn’t put the controls down, your eyes were bloodshot from
staring for hours at the screen, and all you could feel was the game. What
was so hypnotic about it that kept you glued to the screen? What was
it that made your heart race with anticipation and your body tingle with
expectation?

… the importance of music in such a media is often overlooked.
Critics and players alike typically comment on what they consciously
understand about a game: the story, the controls, the graphics.
Nonetheless, at the very least, music subconsciously takes hold of the
player and pulls him or her into the actual world of the game.

Douglas, Aaron (2002): Sound of Music: The Form, Function, and History in Video Games. 
http://www.stanford.edu/group/htgg/cgi-bin/drupal/?q=node/493

The importance of sound and music for games
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In an interactive process, sound and music can provide a captivating 
experience: we forget ourselves, stop noticing time and the experience is 
all that counts: the experience becomes alive. 

Huiberts, S. (2010): Captivating sound. The role of audio for immersion in computer games. PhD 
thesis Utrecht School of the Arts & University of Portsmouth.

The importance of sound and music for games
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We can ask why sound has been ignored so far in computer game 
research. … It is not possible to put it [sound] on the table in front of you 
and study it. Neither is it possible, as with film images, to pause the image 
and study its contents closely.  …  Sound is something that passes a 
person by without leaving any trace, except in memory, which again is 
untrustworthy. … Another reason for the lack of interest in sound in 
general is that sound is an omnipresent feature which is easy to forget 
exists at all. And as Arnt Maaso points out, we can never choose not to 
hear anything at all since we do not have any earlids …

Jørgensen, K. (2009): A Comprehensive Study of Sound in Computer Games: How Audio Affects 
Player Action. Mellen Press.

The importance of sound and music for games
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The good thing about audio is that it tends no to be noticed that much. 
This means we can affect the player in a powerful subconscious level. 
The bad thing about audio is, well, that it tends not to be noticed much. 
You will have to constantly convince people of the importance of 
investing in sound and music. 

Stevens & Reybold (2013) The Game Audio Tutorial: A Practical Guide to Sound and Music for 
Interactive Games.

The importance of sound and music for games
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Different functions of sound and music for games

g Diegetic vs. extradiegetic (non-diegetic) sound
g Classification first used in film sound theory (e.g. Chion 1994)
g Later on introduced into game audio theory (e.g. Stockburger

2003)

Excerpt film: Closer (2004)
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Different functions of sound and music for games

g Diegetic vs. extradiegetic (non-diegetic) sound
g Classification first used in film sound theory (e.g. Chion 1994)
g Later on introduced into game audio theory (e.g. Stockburger

2003)

Music switches its functions from extradiegetic to diagetic sound
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Different functions of sound and music for games

g For more detailed analysis of music and meaning in this 
example check out our ISMIR-tutorial on musicology

http://ismir2011.ismir.net/tutorials/ISMIR2011-Tutorial-Musicology.pdf
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Functions of film music

g Music masks extraneous noises
g Provides continuity between shots
g Directs attention to important features of the screen
g Induces mood
g Communicates meaning and furthers the narrative in 

ambiguous situations 
g Enables the symbolization of past and future events 

(through leitmotifs)
g Heightens the sense of reality of or absorption in film
g Adds to the aesthetic affect of the film

Annabel Cohen (1999)
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g Basar Oguz: 2001: A Space Odyssey
g https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyjOjT8d8RI

Different functions of sound and music for games

The use of The Blue Danube waltz of Strauss, transforms 
this otherwise documentary-like sequence into a profound 
experience with deeper meaning. The director pairs the 
spinning motion of the space stations with the spinning 
motion of the traditional Waltz dancers that the music was 
composed for. The feeling of familiarity in the melody of 
the waltz and its 3/4 rhythm functions to create an 
uplifting and warm mood over the space shots. Watching 
the sequence without sound, in contrast, creates a cold 
and nonchalant narrative.
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g Lyuba Polyanskaya: Psycho
g https://youtu.be/0WtDmbr9xyY?t=50

Disturbing sounds of violin make people feel horror. This 
scene is much less scary without the background sounds. 

Different functions of sound and music for games
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g Maurits van der Veen: Flower
g https://www.youtube.com/embed/NAftDQN4SNg?start=10&end=55 

The music in this level makes it much more peaceful and 
emphasizes the beauty of nature.

Different functions of sound and music for games
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g Pedro Moura: Shadow of the Colossus

g https://youtu.be/TG7GW8V4eSA?t=1923

Different functions of sound and music for games

In this segment of the video there is a change in the playing theme. 
From frightening to heroic, clearly showing the player that his 
actions are in the right direction. This is positive feedback which 
gives the player a sense of epicness, and protagonism in a story.

If watched without music, there would be no cue to this, and there 
would be no change in emotions of the player. Throughout the 
whole level, the general feeling would be that of exploration, not of 
conquest.
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g Lucía Conde Moreno: Run Lola Run
g https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VZq08O6Vco

Different functions of sound and music for games

In the chosen scene, Lola and her partner are being chased by the police after committing a 
theft. Nevertheless, while in this scene the spectator would probably expect a fast-paced 
soundtrack that logically fitted the action-like sequence, the song that sounds on the 
background as a non-diegetic soundtrack is “What a Difference a Day Makes” by Dinah 
Washington. In my opinion, this song tries to convey, both through the music itself and 
through the lyrics, how Lola feels about the situation. As opposed to what an external viewer 
would feel about it, Lola probably thinks that committing a theft and being chased by the 
police is not a big deal, as it is just the outcome of one of several different ways that her day 
developed. She probably feels almost invincible, able to choose again and change the 
consequences of her acts. The music portrays that, with its slow pace and relaxed jazzy 
tone, even slightly describing Lola’s feelings with explicit words (“what a difference a day 
makes? Twenty-four little hours”).

However, suddenly one of the policemen accidentally shoots Lola, and on that moment the 
soundtrack changes to an orchestral, dramatic soundtrack (specifically, “The Unanswered 
Question” by Charles Ives). In my opinion, this sudden change and the style and 
atmosphere of the song reflects how Lola realizes that, in real life -and not the distorted, 
game-like version of life she seems to be living in-, her choices do matter.
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g Erik Scerri: Lord of the Rings
g https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-3znGvDkc5I

Without the music, this would just be a shot of ruins that 
could easily be interpreted in many different ways. The music 
sells the sense of grandeur, but at the same time, loss, 
through the clever use of a motif that is common throughout 
the movies but is used in unique ways during different scenes 
to convey different atmospheres.

Different functions of sound and music for games
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g Kelly Griffioen: Pirates of the Caribbean
g https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7m5Int1hAA

Different functions of sound and music for games

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn9V0cN4NWs#t=00m45s

This segment of the movie introduces the character Captain Jack 
Sparrow. When watching the segment without the music one 
might think he’s a failure of a pirate and kind of an odd man. He 
has what can barely be called a ship and it’s sinking. The music 
however tells a different story. It feels more heroic and 
indicates it is an important character. This combination 
immediately sets the tone for this character in a clever way, 
since the whole movie (and the following two sequences) 
everyone wonders whether he is ‘the worst pirate ever seen’ or 
the best and whether he’s an actual genius or an accidental one.
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g Thomas Dirkse: The Circus
g https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpjEyBKSfJQ

Different functions of sound and music for games

In this video clip we actually hear how the music changes or 
even alters the tone of the story in line with the different 
emotions of the main character. Regarding silent movies in 
general, without the music, the emotions of the character could 
be interpreted differently when interpretation is solely based on 
the actor’s facial expressions. Therefore the presence of music 
makes the scene unambiguous.
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Functions of film music

g Music masks extraneous noises
g Provides continuity between shots
g Directs attention to important features of the 

screen
g Induces mood
g Communicates meaning and furthers the narrative 

in ambiguous situations 
g Enables the symbolization of past and future 

events (through leitmotifs)
g Heightens the sense of reality of or absorption in 

film
g Adds to the aesthetic affect of the film

Annabel Cohen (1999)

Functions of game audio?
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g Diegetic vs. extradiegetic sound 
g Diegetic: originates from a source existing with the film or 

game world
g Extradiegetic: no connection to an actual source within the 

film or game world

g Transdiegetic sound in games: different to extradiegetic
sound in films
g Extradietegic sound can provide game player with information 

that changes players’ actions, which in turn can change the 
game world 

Jørgensen, K. (2009): A Comprehensive Study of Sound in Computer Games: How Audio 
Affects Player Action. Mellen Press.

Different functions of sound and music for games
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g Function of transdiegetic sound within the game
g Connecting the atmospheric and the functional role of game 

audio, working as an interface between the game system and 
the game world. 

g Dual nature of games: virtual world and user system
g 1) Sound: usability system (e.g. beep as indication of illegal 

actions); highly informational and communicative
g 2) Sound: confirm reality status of the game world (e.g. 

support sense of presence)

g Challenge: combine 1) and 2)

Jørgensen, K. (2009): A Comprehensive Study of Sound in Computer Games: How 
Audio Affects Player Action. Mellen Press.

Different functions of sound and music for games
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Game audio typologies

g Production-based typology: speech, sound, music
g Refer to distinct paths in the production process of game 

audio
g Result in three types of assets: voice recordings, sound effect 

files, music files
g Problem: no distinction between different functions of music 

possible in this typology

Huiberts, S. (2010) Captivating Sound. The role of audio for immersion in computer games. 
PhD thesis Utrecht School of the Arts & University of Portsmouth.
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Game audio typologies

g Stockburger 2003
g Combines sound types and the origin of the sound within 

the game environment
g Score (music), effect, interface, zone, speech
g Score: “The game score or music consists of a number of 

sound objects that belong to the nondiegetic part of the 
game environment. In numerous games the player can 
decide to switch the music on or off independently from the 
sound effects”.  

g Effect: mimics realistic behaviour in the real world (e.g. 
sound of an explosion)

g Interface: e.g. pop-up menus
g Zone: Zone sound objects are sounds, which are connected 

to locations in the game environment (“environmental 
sound”). 

g Speech: mostly employed as an intrinsic element of the 
diegetic system, developing the narrative of the game. 
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Game audio typologies: IEZA model

g Huiberts & van Tol (2008)
g Conceptual design tool for game and audio design students at 

HKU
g Applies to game audio during the interactive game play
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Game audio typologies: IEZA model

g Diegetic: sounds that communicate what exists in the fictional 
game world or ‘game space’

g Non-diegetic: sound that communicates the sound sources 
‘outside of’ the fictional game world

g Activity: communicates events occurring in the game 
environment, directly reactive to the players’ actions

g Setting: provides background or context for activity, does not 
respond directly to players’ actions
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Game audio typologies: IEZA model

g Effect: contains sound objects that are perceived as being 
produced by or attributed to sources that exist within the game 
world

g Sounds: react to the player in a way that refers to sounds in the 
real world; often dynamically processed using techniques such 
as real-time volume changes, panning, filtering

g Examples: sounds of the avatar e.g. footsteps, breathing, the 
dialogue of different characters, weapon sounds such as gunshots 
and swords, vehicle sounds, and colliding objects 
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Game audio typologies: IEZA model

g Zone: sound sources clearly originate from the diegetic part, are 
linked to the environment in which the game is played

g often referred to as ambient, environmental or background sound
g Example: weather sounds of wind and rain in Worms 3D (2003) 
g sound sources: no direct interaction with the player, but add a 

feel to the world of the game
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Game audio typologies: IEZA model

g Interface: sound that belongs to sound sources outside of the 
fictional game world

g contains sounds related to the Head-Up Display, such as the 
sounds that are used to communicate the status of parameters 
such as the level of health or the score

g references to the diegetic concept can be incorporated: e.g. Tony 
Hawk Pro Skater 4 (2002), interface sound instances of the 
in-game menu consist of the skidding, grinding and sliding sounds 
of skateboards
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Game audio typologies: IEZA model

g Affect: sounds that are linked to the non-diegetic part of the 
game environment, expressing the non-diegetic setting of the 
game

g Example: orchestral music in an adventure game
g not always constructed of music (e.g. as many games use horror 

sound effects or synthesized sounds)
g used to add or enlarge social, cultural and emotional references
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IEZA model: two functionalities

g two main perspectives on the expression of in-game audio aimed 
at the player's experience:
g Audio used for optimizing game play:  helping the player to play the 

game by providing necessary gameplay information; serves usability
g Audio used for dynamizing game play: making the gameplay 

experience more intense and thrilling
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IEZA model: two functionalities

g Many audio assets are designed and implemented to serve both 
functions at the same time. 
g For example: sound of a weapon communicates important information 

about the weapon itself, as well as making the experience more 
exciting

g Optimisation: makes the game understandable, can have a positive 
influence on immersion 
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Recapitulation

g Important role and different functions of sound and music 
for games

g Typologies, Huibert’s IEZA-model 
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